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Agent-Based Inference for Animal Movement
and Selection

Mevin B. HOOTEN, Devin S. JOHNSON, Ephraim M. HANKS, and
John H. LOWRY

Contemporary ecologists often find themselves with an overwhelming amount of
data to analyze. For example, it is now possible to collect nearly continuous spatiotem-
poral data on animal locations via global positioning systems and other satellite teleme-
try technology. In addition, there is a wealth of readily available environmental data via
geographic information systems and remote sensing. We present a modeling framework
that utilizes these forms of data and builds on previous research pertaining to the quan-
titative analysis of animal movement. This approach provides additional insight into the
environmental drivers of residence and movement as well as resource selection while
accommodating path uncertainty. The methods are demonstrated in an application in-
volving mule deer movement in the La Sal Range, Utah, USA. Supplemental materials
for this article are available online.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In a recent synthesis paper, Holyoak et al. (2008) reported that nearly 9,000 entries arose
in a search for literature concerning the quantitative analysis of animal movement. A large
portion of these are no doubt focused on population level, or Eulerian, movement (e.g.,
Turchin 1991, 1998; Wikle 2003), but several recent examples exist concerning individual-
based movement modeling (e.g., Morales et al. 2004; Jonsen, Flemming, and Myers 2005;
Tracey, Zhu, and Crooks 2005; Christ, Ver Hoef, and Zimmerman 2008; Horne et al. 2007;
Barraquand and Benhamou 2008; Eckert et al. 2008; Johnson et al. 2008). Of those model-
ing approaches that are based on the analysis of animal paths, Barraquand and Benhamou
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(2008) note that they fall into two categories: egocentric and exocentric; that is, pertaining
to either the animal’s system of reference (e.g., move distances and turn angles) or on some
other arbitrary spatial system of reference (e.g., changes in latitude or longitude), respec-
tively. Both Morales et al. (2004) and Tracey, Zhu, and Crooks (2005) present methods that
are exemplar of the egocentric approach, whereas, according to Barraquand and Benhamou
(2008), the models employed by Jonsen, Myers, and Flemming (2003), Jonsen, Flemming,
and Myers (2005) and Johnson et al. (2008) are classified as exocentric.

In terms of habitat or resource selection (e.g., Ramsey and Usner 2003; Johnson et al.
2008), traditional inference based on the analysis of animal paths follows one of two ba-
sic approaches: model-based methods (e.g., Christ, Ver Hoef, and Zimmerman 2008) and
post hoc analyses (e.g., Barraquand and Benhamou 2008). More recently, Tracey, Zhu,
and Crooks (2005) presented a model-based egocentric approach that links turn angles
and move distances to known landscape features, and they are in the process of general-
izing these methods to accommodate covariates and multi-animal inference using artifi-
cial neural networks (Tracey, Zhu, and Crooks 2010). These methods, along with ongoing
improvements in telemetry technology, are a boon for animal ecologists who are able to
obtain spatial location data for known animals at relatively high temporal resolutions and
regularity. Jonsen, Flemming, and Myers (2005) deal with temporal irregularity by explic-
itly building it into the likelihood portion of a Markovian state-space movement model.
Johnson et al. (2008) build on this idea in a continuous-time setting where directional per-
sistence and velocity are modeled by an Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process. These models are
also capable of accommodating measurement uncertainty, which is common, but varying
in severity, in all telemetry data. Resulting inference can then be made on velocity and
movement parameters, and recent extensions of these models allow one to characterize the
posterior predictive distribution of the animal’s path itself. This latter form of inference
is especially appealing because it not only provides information concerning the probable
space use of an individual but also information about the individual’s location at any given
time as well as the innate uncertainty associated with it.

In developing the methods presented herein, we set out to provide a means for answer-
ing scientific questions pertaining to animal movement in heterogeneous landscapes that
contains several critical features:

• Scientific: In order to address specific scientific questions about selection and re-
sponse to various landscape features, models should be able to accommodate explicit
scientific structure.

• Intuitive: If these models are to be used by researchers and managers in scientific
fields, resulting statistical inference needs to be readily interpretable.

• Retrospective: Much important research concerning animal movement has been con-
ducted and needs to be incorporated into future modeling efforts.

• Robust: The framework should be robust, both scientifically and algorithmically, so
that it is applicable in many situations (e.g., aquatic and terrestrial) and is computa-
tionally stable with minimal user tuning required. It should also be able to accommo-
date common forms of both telemetry and spatial covariate data.
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• Extendible: Any models constructed for studying individual animal movement should
be able to be generalized to handle more complex situations or additional scales of
inference.

Using the above list as a guideline, in what follows, we present a general modeling
framework that relies on telemetry data, contains both ego- and exocentric components,
and is harmonious with many of the previous research efforts described above. To this end,
we formulate our model using notation similar to that of Johnson et al. (2008) and rely
on a change of spatiotemporal support to match the scale of commonly available gridded
covariate information. We then couch the dynamics of the system in an agent-based speci-
fication (e.g., Grimm et al. 2005) that yields a model-based approach for studying resource
selection. To illustrate the methods, we focus the application on characterizing the seasonal
migrations of mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus) in the La Sal Mountain Range, Utah, USA.

2. METHODS

2.1. CONTINUOUS STATISTICAL MODEL

To begin, we introduce notation for the observed spatial locations of individuals over
time (obtained via telemetry techniques). Let the location of an individual at time t be de-
fined as st ≡ (s1,t , s2,t )

′ and the collection of such measurements be denoted as S, a T × 2
matrix, corresponding to a total of T measured times. In a general sense, the methods pre-
sented by Jonsen, Flemming, and Myers (2005), Christ, Ver Hoef, and Zimmerman (2008),
and Johnson et al. (2008) allow one to make inference on model parameters (θ ) as well as
the complete path itself (S̃); where S̃ is an infinite dimensional set of spatial locations in
theory, but a large finite set, in practice. In particular, Johnson et al. (2008) provide a means
of finding the posterior distribution of the latent state variables and parameters given the
observed location data: [θ |S], where the standard bracket notation ‘[.]’ denotes a proba-
bility distribution. Additionally, recent developments have also allowed for the estimation
of the posterior predictive path distribution: [S̃|S]. In practice, realizations from this latter
distribution can be obtained for any finite set of times in the data interval. This provides
a means for finding a quasi-continuous path realization at any desired level of temporal
resolution (Figure 1). In essence, this amounts to a model-based data augmentation.

2.2. AGENT-BASED STATISTICAL MODEL

Given that many forms of landscape-level covariate data are available in a gridded for-
mat (e.g., remotely sensed imagery, land use and land cover grids, and digital elevation
models), we will specify the dynamics of the underlying movement process directly on the
same areal spatial support as the covariates. In doing so, we consider the problem from an
occupancy modeling perspective (e.g., MacKenzie et al. 2002, 2003; Royle and Kery 2007;
Royle and Dorazio 2008), where, if the animal of interest occupies cell i at time t (i.e.,
st ∈ celli ), we let yi,t = 1. In general, we could write this as a transformation of the path
S to a finite set of occupancy states Y = Y(S). The issue that arises when inducing change
of support through this transformation is that there is some loss of information about the
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Figure 1. Telemetry data (S, black points) for male mule deer in Castle Valley, Utah. Posterior predictive dis-
tribution ([S̃|S], gray lines, inset) for section of path. Distribution represented as an finite ensemble of posterior
predictive realizations.

animal’s path when scaling up in this manner. In other words, the inverse transformation

(Y−1) does not exist since there is no way to recover S from Y. However, our desired in-

ference is on the scale of the covariates, so this does not present a problem. Another issue

that arises is that we do not have a completely observed path, S. We do, however, have the

posterior predictive realizations S̃, which can provide a spatially contiguous discrete path

on the support of the covariates (i.e., Y = Y(S̃) = {yi,t ,∀i, t}, where yi,t ∈ {0,1}). In fact,

because the path cannot technically pass through the corner of a cell, the movement of the

animal on this discrete spatial domain can be characterized by a first-order neighborhood

of cells (i.e., the rook’s neighborhood, Figure 2).

In an Eulerian occupancy model, with a widespread phenomenon being modeled across

the spatial domain over time, one may want to use the entire set of occupancy states (e.g.,

Royle and Kery 2007; Hooten and Wikle 2010). However, with occupancy for a single

animal arising in a small portion of the total spatial domain of interest, we seek a more

parsimonious conditional representation of movement. That is, rather than consider the oc-

cupancy status for each cell in the spatial domain (yi,t ,∀i) at each time, we consider the

status of the first-order neighborhood (a 5-dimensional vector), in a Markovian fashion,

conditioned on the location of the previously occupied cell: yNi ,t |{yi,t−1 = 1}. For nota-

tional convenience we define the first-order neighborhood on a regular grid oriented such
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Figure 2. Change of Spatiotemporal Support. (a) A continuous posterior predictive path realization (S̃, black
line) overlaid on the discrete spatial landscape with two habitat types. (b) The resulting discretized path (yi,t ,
black cells) overlaid on the discrete spatial landscape with two habitat types.
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Using this specification, if the animal does not move out of cell i from time t − 1 to t ,
then yNi ,t = (0,0,1,0,0)′. Conversely, if the animal moves to the northern neighbor, for
example, then yNi ,t = (0,1,0,0,0)′. Thus, the yNi ,t represent conditional multinomial
response variables with transition probabilities pNi ,t . These probabilities control the di-
rectional movement and can vary by location (i.e., non-stationarity). Now the dynamics of
movement are Lagrangian (or agent-based, Grimm et al. 2005; Grimm and Railsback 2005)
and can be readily interpreted as transition probabilities. Hooten and Wikle (2010) modeled
the probabilities with a Dirichlet distribution that depended on an underlying movement
potential surface, whereas, in a similar situation, Royle and Dorazio (2008, Chapter 9)
suggest a general linear model (GLM) specification due to ease of implementation.

In what follows, we strike a compromise between these approaches and take advantage
of conjugate full-conditional distributions in a robust Bayesian Gibbs sampling algorithm.
Our methods primarily differ from those of Hooten and Wikle (2010) and Royle and Do-
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razio (2008) in that we are focused on an individual rather than a population. However,

we do utilize a latent Gaussian process to connect individual movement with a set of spa-

tial covariates (not unlike the approaches discussed in Royle and Dorazio 2008) and we

also use derivatives of environmental surfaces to separate different features of movement

(similarly to the approach described in Hooten and Wikle 2010).

2.3. ENVIRONMENTAL DRIVERS OF MOVEMENT

Before specifying the dynamic process model that will allow for movement inference,

we will take this opportunity to explain how scientific concepts can be directly incorporated

into these models. In doing so, consider a decomposition of the dynamic process into two

broad components: residence and movement. In turn, let each of these be decomposed

further into two additional components: static and potential drivers:

1. Static Residence (α1): Residence time depends on the environment in cell i.

2. Residence Potential (α2): Residence time depends on convexity or concavity of the

neighborhood of cell i.

3. Static Movement (γ 1): Movement direction depends on the environment in cell i.

4. Movement Potential (γ 2): Movement direction depends on the environmental gradi-

ent in the neighborhood of cell i.

Thus, consider each of the four drivers of residence and movement as spatial fields or

surfaces that influence how long an animal occupies an area and then which way it goes

when it leaves that area. The last field (γ 2) in particular was considered the dominant

driver of epidemic spread by Hooten and Wikle (2010), and can be conceptualized as a

wavy surface that, if a ball were placed on, would tend to roll downhill and along corridors

as well as around barriers.

Now, in order to provide a means for scientific inference, we need to link each of these

drivers to a set of environmental covariates (X = {xi ,∀i}, where xi are the covariates for

cell i) and then link the dynamic process of animal movement to the drivers. To achieve

this, we introduce a set of latent auxiliary variables Z such that

E(zi,j ) =
{

α1,i + α2,i i = j

γ1,j + ∇γ2,i i �= j,

where we drop the temporal notation involving t and t − 1, and without loss of generality,

use the indices (i, j) to correspond to a move from cell i to its j th neighbor, for each

sequentially occupied cell i. Recall that, when i = j , the animal resides in cell i during

the time period (t − 1, t]. Then, in connecting the drivers to the covariates, let α1,i =
βα0 + x′

iβα1
, α2,i = ∑

k �=i (x
′
k − x′

i )βα2
, γ1,j = x′

jβγ1
, and ∇γ2,i = (x′

j − x′
i )βγ2

, where

the movement potential field is γ 2 = Xβγ2
.
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2.4. LATENT PROCESS MODEL

Using the above definitions and Gaussian assumptions on the auxiliary variables (for
zi,j ∈ R) we can now write

zi,j = 1i=jβα0 + 1i=j x′
iβα1

+ 1i=j

∑
k �=i

(x′
k − x′

i )βα2

+ 1i �=j x′
jβγ1

+ 1i �=j (x′
j − x′

i )βγ2
+ εi,j

= q′
i,jβ + εi,j , (2.1)

where q′
i,j = (1i=j ,1i=j x′

i ,1i=j

∑
k �=i (x

′
k − x′

i ),1i �=j x′
j ,1i �=j (x′

j − x′
i )), and the vector of

regression coefficients is grouped in β = (β ′
α0

,β ′
α1

,β ′
α2

,β ′
γ1

,β ′
γ2

)′, and the terms 1i=j and
1i �=j are indicator variables. The model specification in (2.1) can be condensed to a move-
by-move form if we let zi = (zi,1, zi,2, zi,3, zi,4, zi,5)

′ be a collection of auxiliary variables
for each cell in the neighborhood of cell i:

zi = Qiβ + εi , (2.2)

where Qi = (q′
i,1,q′

i,2,q′
i,3,q′

i,4,q′
i,5)

′ and εi ∼ N(0,�). The covariance matrix � then
controls the correlation between movement directions and could be simplified as � = I.

Finally, letting z = (z′
1, . . . , z′

τ )
′, Q = (Q′

1, . . . ,Q′
τ )

′, and ε = (ε′
1, . . . ,ε

′
τ )

′, for a total
of τ augmented time points, we have

z = Qβ + ε, (2.3)

where ε ∼ N(0, I ⊗ �). Now one can see that the latent process model involving the un-
observed auxiliary variables z takes on a standard linear form (2.3) and involves the four
spatial drivers of residence and movement through the environmental covariates (X) and a
set of regression coefficients β .

2.5. HIERARCHICAL MODEL

2.5.1. Fully Observed Path

In completing the hierarchical Bayesian model formulation (e.g., Cressie et al. 2009),
we would need to specify a model linking the multinomial cell probabilities to the aux-
iliary variables and then put priors on the model parameters. Assuming for now that we
only have a single path realization Y(S̃), we can adopt the computationally robust algo-
rithm presented by Albert and Chib (1993) to implement the model. Specifically, if Y is
a τ × 5 matrix, we can formulate the model such that the multinomial cell probabilities,
corresponding to the ith row of Y, are pi,j = P(zi,j > zi,k,∀k �= j). Then, letting the
zi,j be defined precisely as in the previous section yields a very computationally tractable
posterior distribution with conjugate full-conditionals (see Supplemental Materials):

[
β,Z

∣∣Y(S̃)
] ∝ [

Y(S̃)
∣∣P(Z)

][Z|β][β], (2.4)

where P is a τ × 5 matrix of multinomial cell probabilities, Z is a τ × 5 matrix of the
auxiliary variables, and β ∼ N(μβ,�β).
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This model certainly allows one to make inference on the importance of the covariates
as well as the residence and movement fields (α1,α2,γ 1,γ 2), but it does not accommodate
the uncertainty in the path S̃.

2.5.2. Incorporating the Path Distribution

To properly account for uncertainty when making inference on model parameters, we
seek the posterior distribution of the coefficients (β), and the auxiliary variables (Z) given
the observed data S rather than the augmented data S̃. Given that the prior model output
(Johnson et al. 2008) includes the posterior predictive path distribution [S̃|S], we merely
need to integrate over it to find the correct posterior:

[β,Z|S] =
∫ [

β,Z
∣∣Y(S̃)

][S̃|S]dS̃

∝
∫ [

Y(S̃)
∣∣P(Z)

][Z|β][β][S̃|S]dS̃. (2.5)

In practice, the implementation of (2.5) is a trivial extension of (2.4) because all parame-
ters remain conjugate and we perform the necessary integration by drawing a realization
of S̃ from its posterior predictive distribution [S̃|S] on each iteration of the Gibbs sam-
pler; then we condition on it for the remainder of the full-conditional samples. Using the
auxiliary variable approach (Albert and Chib 1993), we never actually need to sample the
multinomial cell probabilities P; however, if inference is desired directly on the transition
probabilities themselves, they could be approximated numerically using the posterior Z.
Performing inference directly on the Z is possible, but not intuitive, and thus not com-
monly done, as these latent variables are often thought of as nuisance parameters.

The approach described above is quite similar to data augmentation (Tanner and Wong
1987) where one would sample an augmented data set from the current posterior predictive
distribution in the algorithm. In our case, we cannot obtain S̃ directly from the current
posterior, due to the inability to invert Y. However, we can use the results of the previous
model fit that depend directly on S. Thus, we are conditioning on the originally observed
path while incorporating previous model results and their inherent uncertainty. In a certain
sense, this approach consists entirely of posterior predictive inference based on the methods
of Johnson et al. (2008).

3. APPLICATION: MULE DEER MOVEMENT AND SELECTION

To illustrate the utility of the methods presented above as well as forms of possible
inference, we fit models to global positioning system (GPS) data representing the spring
and fall migrations of a male mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus) in the La Sal Mountain
Range, Utah, USA (McFarlane 2007). Mule deer movement in this region is an excellent
candidate for the methods presented herein because the data are collected with temporal
irregularity and the study species exhibits complex movement, much of which may be
due to its spatially heterogeneous environment (D’Eon and Serrouya 2005). Additionally,
mule deer are one of the primary hosts for chronic wasting disease (CWD) in the western
United States (Miller, Hobbs, and Tavener 2006). CWD is caused by a contagious prion-
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Figure 3. GPS data (black points) and posterior predictive realizations (gray lines), for the fall and spring male
mule deer paths. Fall migration moves generally from southeast to northwest. Spring migration moves generally
from northwest to southeast.

based pathogen that is capable of persistence in the environment and thus does not need
animal contact to spread (Miller, Hobbs, and Tavener 2006). Characterizing the movement
behavior of mule deer in various environments is a critical first step in understanding the
epidemiology of CWD.

In the study conducted by McFarlane (2007), GPS collars were set to transmit location
data more frequently during certain scientifically important periods of the year. For exam-
ple, during the breeding season (1 November to 15 December), location data are available
every 30 minutes, whereas from 1 January to 15 March, data are only available every 12
hours. To capture the behavior during the fall migration for a male mule deer in 2005, we
focused on the period from 24 October to 27 October (in 30-minute intervals), and also
17 May to 28 May (in 6-hour intervals) for the spring migration the same year (Figure 3).
For spatial covariates, we used land cover data from the National Land Cover Dataset 2001
(Homer et al. 2007) and obtained elevation data from the USGS National Elevation Dataset.
In addition to the three dominant land cover types in the study area, slope (degree) and so-
lar exposure (cosine aspect transformation) were derived from elevation (Figure 4). For
this study, the grid cell size was increased from 30 meters squared to 300 meters squared
and thus the land cover types were represented as a percentage of the given land cover
within each cell. These covariates (X) were then centered and scaled so that the relative
importance of the estimated coefficients could be assessed visually.

The model described above, with the four drivers of movement specified as in Sec-
tion 2.3, was fit to both sets of data using the covariates (X) and Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC). In fitting the model, we found that convergence occurred rapidly and
trace plots indicated well-mixing Markov chains. Specifically, in this application, we ran
the Gibbs sampler for 10,000 MCMC iterations and discarded the first 1,000 as the burn-
in period. A relatively vague Gaussian prior was used for β with mean zero and variance
100(Q′Q)−1. We have made the data, computer code, and necessary instructions to repli-
cate the results available at the following URL: http://www.math.usu.edu/~hooten/other/.
Additionally, we have conducted a simulation study to verify that the model is able to cor-

http://www.math.usu.edu/~hooten/other/
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Figure 4. Spatial covariates for male mule deer fall and spring migrations; grayscale represents covariate inten-
sity with dark shades corresponding to high values. 1—Deciduous forest; 2—Evergreen forest; 3—Scrub/Shrub;
4—Elevation; 5—Slope; 6—Solar exposure (aspect transformations such that southwest exposures are high val-
ues).

rectly recover the coefficients (β) pertaining to residence and movement (see Supplemental
Materials).

The resulting posterior distributions for the residence and movement parameters
(βα1

,βα2
,βγ1

,βγ2
) are presented in Figure 5, while the posterior mean fields for the resi-

dence and movement drivers (α1,α2,γ 1,γ 2) are presented in Figure 6. Also, to assess the
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Figure 5. Boxplots summarizing the posterior distributions for the movement parameters in terms of each set of
covariates. Recall that the corresponding covariates are described in Figure 4 and were standardized so that these
coefficients can be compared directly on the same scale. (a) Fall migration; (b) Spring migration.

reliability of our posterior estimates (as suggested by Flegal, Haran, and Jones 2008 and
Jones et al. 2006), we also computed the MCMC standard errors for each coefficient in β .
The asymptotic 95% confidence intervals for these quantities suggest that our posterior
mean estimates are accurate to at least 4 digits.

In terms of statistical inference, we can evaluate the effect of the heterogeneous envi-
ronment on movement in two ways: using the coefficients (βα1

,βα2
,βγ1

,βγ2
) and using
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Figure 6. Posterior expectations for the static residence field (α1), residence potential field (α2), static move-
ment field (γ 1), and the movement potential field (γ 2). Grayscale represents posterior expectation with dark
shades corresponding to high values. (a) Fall migration. (b) Spring migration.

the residence and movement fields (α1,α2,γ 1,γ 2). First, with regard to the coefficients,
Figure 5 indicates that, in general, the posterior distributions for the fall migration are more
significant than those resulting from the spring migration data. This illustrates one of the
primary advantages to these methods, and is likely a direct result of the discrepancy in un-
certainty regarding our knowledge of the actual spring path (Figure 3); though, of course,
could be due to a clear difference in selection between the fall and spring migrations. To
further examine the latter, a more temporally fine set of data would need to be collected.
Additionally, in each of the migrations, the posterior coefficients show differences in both
significance (i.e., distance from zero) and precision; this indicates that there may indeed be
several drivers influencing residence and movement for this mule deer. Notably, in the fall
migration, while the residence parameters (βα1

,βα2
) appear to be telling a similar story,

the movement parameters (βγ1
,βγ2

) corresponding to the land cover types (1: Deciduous
forest, 2: Evergreen forest, and 3: Scrub/Shrub) appear to have opposing influences in the
static movement field (γ 1) versus the movement potential field (γ 2). The implications for
movement due to this difference in the sign of the posterior coefficients are that given the
presence of the other covariates in the model, each of the land covers positively influences
movement direction (βγ1

) when the animal is in that land cover, with deciduous forest be-
ing the strongest influence. Conversely, for movement potential (γ 2), since βγ2

interacts
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with the difference in environment between cell j and cell i (i.e., xj − xi ), the strong neg-
ative coefficient corresponding to covariate one indicates that during the fall migration the
mule deer tends to move out of areas with deciduous forest. Note that, in this study area,
the deciduous forest land cover is also at higher elevations and thus the mule deer are flee-
ing colder temperatures as winter approaches. Similar inference can be made for the spring
migration, though the results are less conclusive given the uncertainty in the path due to
the coarser temporal data.

The residence and movement fields themselves (Figure 6) can also offer insight into
the environmental drivers of resource selection for mule deer and how it differs between
migrations. Overall, the residence and movement fields shown in Figure 6a (fall migration)
clearly indicate differing spatial patterns than those in Figure 6b (spring migration). Take,
for example, the contrasting static residence fields (α1) for the fall and spring migrations.
In this case, notice first that middle region of the study area is lighter shaded in the fall
than in the spring but the southern region is darker shaded in the spring than in the fall.
These regions correspond mainly to two different land covers and thus the scientific inter-
pretation is that the male mule deer moves the quickest through the evergreen land cover
in the fall and moves the slowest through the deciduous land cover in the spring. Similarly
contrasting fields can be seen in the fall and spring movement potentials (γ 2) which cor-
respond strongly to the elevation covariate. These fields can be viewed as surfaces where
mule deer will generally move from lighter areas to darker areas. With this in mind, the fall
movement potential shows a general northwesterly movement is likely, while the spring
movement potential shows the opposite is likely.

4. CONCLUSION

Given that numerous previous research efforts have described methods for characteriz-
ing animal movement, our goal was to incorporate as much of the existing methodology
as possible while providing a new set of tools for analyzing animal response to their en-
vironment. This is achieved by specifying and implementing a model that relies directly
on the results from a prior analysis using telemetry data in addition to new spatial co-
variate information. The modeling framework we presented herein depends on a change
of spatiotemporal support (from continuous to discrete) in order to reconcile the differ-
ences between the prior model output and the most common form of large-scale covariate
data. We then employ an agent-based specification that allows the data to inform dynamic
parameters that have direct scientific interpretations on the spatial scale of the covariates.

As described in Section 1, other objectives of this work involved the methods being in-
tuitive, robust, and extendible. Our model specification is purposefully Lagrangian in that it
is individual-based and can be easily understood. We also specifically designed the model
such that it would have conjugate full-conditional distributions (see Supplemental Materi-
als) to ensure a robust computational implementation. Additionally, the model framework
we present can be extended in numerous ways for other specific scientific situations. Sev-
eral of the following extensions are the focus of ongoing research, but are mentioned here
so that they may be considered in other projects as well.
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Perhaps the simplest extension or modification would be a focus on different environ-
mental drivers of residence and movement. For example, rather than specify the residence
potential field (α2) as the total convexity or concavity of a local neighborhood, one might
want to consider the general tilt of the environmental surface. Moreover, it may be of in-
terest to the user to perform some model reduction. That is, in situations where not all
covariates (X) are important in each driver of movement, one may seek to perform vari-
able selection to reduce the parameter space for improved inference. Given that we have
specified the model as a form of multinomial regression, standard selection methods could
be employed by modifying (2.1) and comparing model fits via the selection criterion of
choice (e.g., deviance information criterion). Alternatively, it may be possible to take a
model-based selection approach and implement it using reversible-jump MCMC or a simi-
lar method (e.g., O’Hara and Sillanpaa 2009). In some situations, it may become important
to explicitly assess identifiability among parameters, in which case, the Bayesian learning
methods based on differences in precision and Kullback–Leibler divergence proposed by
Xie and Carlin (2006) could be considered.

Another extension could be made regarding the modeling of an ensemble of individual
animals. The methods presented here can be directly employed in the case where telemetry
data are available for multiple animals in the same study region. In this case, the model
would be fit independently for each animal using the proximity to other tracked animals
as covariates in X (e.g., perhaps as a kernel density surface based on the other animals’
location data). A formal extension of the model could be made to accommodate direct cor-
relation between animals by augmenting (2.1) to include the auxiliary variables from other
animals as autocovariates (e.g., zi,j,k = ∑

l �=k zi,j,lβl + q′
i,jβ + εi,j , for animal k). Other

extensions such as time-varying covariates, temporal change-points, and path feedback are
also being investigated.

Overall, the modeling framework presented here is harmonious with previous advances
in the study of animal movement and is general enough to allow for many possible exten-
sions and improvements while being sufficiently intuitive and tangible for animal ecolo-
gists and resource managers.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS

Full-Conditionals: Full conditional distributions for an MCMC implementation of the
model.

Simulation: Simulation experiment to assess the model’s ability to recover coefficients.
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